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(57) To enable the transmission and reception of a
super-channel optical signal to continue maintaining the
possible transmission capacity without providing a re-
dundant configuration in advance even though a failure
occurs in a subcarrier, an optical transmitter 10 of the
present invention includes a splitting means 20 for split-
ting an inputted client signal so as to make frequency
efficiency in optical modulation means optimized; optical
modulation means 31 to 3N for modulating one of sub-

carriers having mutually different wavelengths with the
client signal output; a multiplexing means 40 for multi-
plexing the modulated signals and outputting a su-
per-channel optical signal; and a control means 50, in a
state where a failure occurs in one of the subcarriers, for
making a split client signal output to modulation means
corresponding to a subcarrier having no failure and ap-
plying a modulation method with a higher frequency ef-
ficiency to at least one of the modulation means.
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Description

[Technical Field]

[0001] The present invention relates to optical trans-
mitters, optical transmission devices, optical transmis-
sion/reception systems, and optical transmission meth-
ods and, in particular, to an optical transmitter, an optical
transmission device, an optical transmission/reception
system, and an optical transmission method that transmit
or receive a super-channel optical signal.

[Background Art]

[0002] With the recent increase in demand for data
communication services, there have been introduced
high-density, large-capacity optical fiber communication
systems such as a polarization multiplexing method in
which optical signals are multiplexed by means of optical
carrier waves whose polarizations are orthogonal to each
other, a digital coherent optical transmission method, and
a super-channel method.
[0003] In the digital coherent optical transmission/re-
ception method, the transmission rate can be increased
by changing a multi-level degree of the modulation ap-
plying modulation methods such as BPSK (Binary Phase
Shift Keying), QPSK (Quadrature Phase Shift Keying),
16QAM (Quadrature Amplitude Modulation), and
64QAM. In the super-channel method in which a plurality
of subcarriers are multiplexed, the transmission rate can
be increased by changing the number of subcarriers.
[0004] Here, in the super-channel method, in order to
generate a plurality of subcarriers, it is required to provide
as many components such as a light source, an optical
modulation unit, and a digital coherent receiver as the
subcarriers. The risk of failure occurrence increases with
the number of the components increasing, and, if a failure
occurs in a subcarrier in the super-channel optical signal
transmission that is constituted by the plurality of subcar-
riers, the possible transmission capacity of the super-
channel optical signal decreases by the capacity of the
subcarrier in which the failure occurs, and it can become
impossible to restore client signals to be accommodated
in an optical transmitter/receiver.
[0005] To the problem that it becomes impossible to
restore frames if a failure occurs at a part of lanes in multi-
lane transfer, Patent Literature 1 discloses a multi-lane
transfer system that performs a fallback in which a lane
number subjected to the failure is excluded and performs
protection using an unused lane. In the multi-lane transfer
system, the fallback and the protection are performed by
defining a region for a fault lane notification bit in an in-
serted multi-lane transfer function extension block and
notifying from a receiver to a transmitter the lane number
of a virtual lane subjected to a failure.

[Citation List]

[Patent Literature]

[0006] [PTL 1] WO 2013/125621

[Summary of Invention]

[Technical Problem]

[0007] However, if the fallback is performed excluding
a lane number subjected to a failure, the possible trans-
mission capacity of the super-channel optical signal de-
creases. In contrast, if an unused lane is provided in ad-
vance to deal with a case of failure, it is necessary to
prepare excess components such as a light source, an
optical modulation unit, and a digital coherent receiver,
which results in a higher cost.
[0008] The present invention has been made taking
the above-described problems into consideration, and
the object is to provide an optical transmitter, an optical
transmission device, an optical transmission/reception
system, and an optical transmission method that enable
the transmission and reception of a super-channel optical
signal to continue maintaining the possible transmission
capacity without providing a redundant configuration in
advance even though a failure occurs in a subcarrier.

[Solution to Problem]

[0009] To achieve the above-described object, an op-
tical transmitter according to an exemplary aspect of the
present invention includes a splitting means for splitting
an inputted client signal depending on a control signal
so as to make frequency efficiency in N pieces of optical
modulation means optimized, and outputting split client
signals; N pieces of optical modulation means for mod-
ulating one of subcarriers having mutually different wave-
lengths with the client signal output by one of a first mod-
ulation method and a second modulation method with a
higher frequency efficiency than the first modulation
method, and outputting one of a first modulated signal
and a second modulated signal; a multiplexing means
for multiplexing one of the first modulated signal and the
second modulated signal having been output, and out-
putting a super-channel optical signal; and a control
means for generating and outputting, in a normal state,
a control signal for making the client signal split into N
pieces and outputting split signals to the N pieces of op-
tical modulation means, and applying the first modulation
method to the N pieces of modulation means, and in a
state where a failure occurs in one of the subcarriers, a
control signal for making the client signal split and the
split signal output to modulation means corresponding
to a subcarrier having no failure, and applying the second
modulation method to at least one of the modulation
means corresponding to a subcarrier having no failure.
[0010] To achieve the above-described object, an op-
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tical transmission device according to an exemplary as-
pect of the present invention includes a plurality of optical
transmitters, each of which described above; and an op-
tical multiplexer configured to multiplex super-channel
optical signals output from the plurality of optical trans-
mitters and transmit a wavelength-multiplexed optical
signal.
[0011] To achieve the above-described object, an op-
tical transmission/reception system according to an ex-
emplary aspect of the present invention includes the
above-described optical transmission device configured
to transmit the wavelength-multiplexed optical signal;
and an optical reception device configured to receive the
wavelength-multiplexed optical signal, on which to per-
form digital coherent processing, and restore and output
a plurality of client signals.
[0012] To achieve the above-described object, an op-
tical transmission method according to an exemplary as-
pect of the present invention, using N pieces of optical
modulation means for modulating one of subcarriers hav-
ing mutually different wavelengths with an inputted client
signal by one of a first modulation method and a second
modulation method with a higher frequency efficiency
than the first modulation method, and outputting one of
a first modulated signal and a second modulated signal,
the optical transmission method including: in a normal
state, splitting the inputted client signal into N pieces of
signals and outputting the signals to the N pieces of op-
tical modulation means respectively; outputting the first
modulated signal from each of the N pieces of optical
modulation means; and multiplexing N pieces of first
modulated signals having been output and outputting a
super-channel optical signal; and in a state where a fail-
ure occurs in one of the subcarriers, splitting the inputted
client signal so that frequency efficiency of the optical
modulation means may be optimized and outputting a
split client signal to an optical modulation means corre-
sponding to a subcarrier having no failure; outputting the
second modulated signal from at least one of the optical
modulation means having received input of the client sig-
nal; outputting the first modulated signals from remaining
optical modulation means having received input of the
client signal; and multiplexing the first modulated signal
and the second modulated signal having been output,
and outputting a super-channel optical signal.

[Advantageous Effects of Invention]

[0013] According to the above-described aspects of
the present invention, it is possible to continue the trans-
mission and reception of a super-channel optical signal
maintaining the possible transmission capacity without
providing a redundant configuration in advance even
though a failure occurs in a subcarrier.

[Brief Description of Drawings]

[0014]

FIG. 1 is a block configuration diagram of an optical
transmitter 10 according to a first example embodi-
ment.
FIG. 2 is a system configuration diagram of an optical
transmission system 100 according to a second ex-
ample embodiment.
FIG. 3 is a block configuration diagram of a super-
channel optical transmitter 500 according to the sec-
ond example embodiment.
FIG. 4 is a wavelength configuration diagram of a
super-channel optical signal output from a subcarrier
multiplexing unit 530 according to the second exam-
ple embodiment when operation is normally per-
formed.
FIG. 5 is a block configuration diagram of a super-
channel optical receiver 800 according to the second
example embodiment.
FIG. 6 is a wavelength configuration diagram of a
super-channel optical signal when a channel-6 opti-
cal signal is lost.
FIG. 7 is a wavelength configuration diagram of a
super-channel optical signal output from the subcar-
rier multiplexing unit 530 according to the second
example embodiment when the channel-6 optical
signal is lost.
FIG. 8 is a wavelength configuration diagram of a
super-channel optical signal when a process on a
channel-4 optical signal is changed in the case the-
channel 6 optical signal is lost.
FIG. 9 is a diagram illustrating an operational state
of a super-channel optical transmitter 500B accord-
ing to a third example embodiment.
FIG. 10 is a wavelength configuration diagram of a
super-channel optical signal output from a subcarrier
multiplexing unit 530B according to the third example
embodiment when a channel-5 optical signal and a
channel-6 optical signal are lost.
FIG. 11 is a wavelength configuration diagram of a
super-channel optical signal output from the subcar-
rier multiplexing unit 530B according to the third ex-
ample embodiment when pre-emphasis is applied.

[Description of Embodiments]

[0015] <First example embodiment>
[0016] A first example embodiment of the present in-
vention will be described below. FIG. 1 illustrates a block
configuration diagram of an optical transmitter according
to the present example embodiment. In FIG. 1, an optical
transmitter 10 includes a splitting means 20, N pieces of
optical modulation means 31 to 3N, a multiplexing means
40, and a control means 50.
[0017] The splitting means 20 splits a client signal in-
putted into it depending on a control signal inputted from
the control means 50 and outputs the split client signals
to the optical modulation means 31 to 3N. The splitting
means 20 according to the present example embodiment
distributes the client signal among the optical modulation
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means 31 to 3N so that the frequency efficiency in the
optical modulation means 31 to 3N may be maximized.
[0018] Each of the optical modulation means 31 to 3N
obtains a subcarrier whose wavelength differs from each
other, and one of a first modulation method and a second
modulation method with a higher frequency efficiency
than that of the first modulation method is set by a control
signal inputted from the control means 50. Each of the
optical modulation means 31 to 3N modulates the ob-
tained subcarrier with the inputted client signal by the set
modulation method, and outputs a first modulated signal
or a second modulated signal.
[0019] The multiplexing means 40 multiplexes the first
or second modulated signals output from the optical mod-
ulation means 31 to 3N, and outputs a super-channel
optical signal.
[0020] The control means 50 generates a control signal
to control the splitting means 20 and the optical modula-
tion means 31 to 3N, and outputs the control signals to
the splitting means 20 and the optical modulation means
31 to 3N. In a normal state, the control means 50 gener-
ates a control signal that causes the splitting means to
split the inputted client signal into N pieces and output
the split signals to the optical modulation means 31 to
3N, and that causes every one of the optical modulation
means 31 to 3N to set the first modulation method. In
contrast, if a failure occurs in one of the subcarriers, the
control means 50 outputs, to the splitting means 20, a
control signal that causes the splitting means 20 to split
the client signal and output the split signals so that no
client signal is inputted into an optical modulation means
corresponding to the subcarrier in which the failure oc-
curs. In addition, the control means 50 outputs, to the
optical modulation means 31 to 3N, control signals by
which to set the second modulation method in at least
one of the optical modulation means into which the client
signal is to be inputted, and set the first modulation meth-
od in the remainder.
[0021] For example, a description will be given below
of a case where Nx50G client signals are inputted into
the optical transmitter 10, the optical modulation means
31 to 3N obtain subcarriers whose center frequencies
are respectively a first wavelength, a second wavelength,
..., and an N-th wavelength, the first modulation method
is a BPSK modulation method, and the second modula-
tion method is a QPSK modulation method.
[0022] In that case, the control means 50 generates a
control signal that causes the Nx50G client signals to be
split into N pieces so as to maximize the frequency effi-
ciency in the optical modulation means 31 to 3N and the
split signals to be output to the optical modulation means
31 to 3N, and that causes the BPSK modulation method
to be set in the optical modulation means 31 to 3N. This
makes the splitting means 20 output a 50G client signal
to each of the optical modulation means 31 to 3N. Each
of the optical modulation means 31 to 3N BPSK-modu-
lates the subcarrier with the inputted 50G client signal
and outputs a BPSK-modulated signal. Then the multi-

plexing means 40 multiplexes the BPSK-modulated 50G
signals output from the optical modulation means 31 to
3N, and outputs an Nx50G super-channel optical signal.
[0023] On the other hand, if a failure occurs in a sub-
carrier with L-th wavelength (1 % L % N), the control
means 50 causes the splitting means to split the Nx50G
client signals into N-1 pieces so as to maximize the fre-
quency efficiency in the optical modulation means 31 to
3N, and output the split signals to the optical modulation
means 31 to 3(L-1) and 3(L+1) to 3N not involving the
optical modulation means 3L corresponding to the L-th
wavelength subcarrier. In addition, the control means 50
causes the optical modulation means 3L to stop the out-
put, sets the second modulation method in the optical
modulation means 3(L-1) with an adjacent wavelength
band, and sets the first modulation method in the remain-
ing optical modulation means 31 to 3(L-2) and 3 (L+1) to
3N. Here, a modulation means in which the second mod-
ulation method is set may be one other than the adjacent
optical modulation means 3(L-1).
[0024] Accordingly, the splitting means 20 splits the
Nx50G client signals into 50G x (N-2) signals and a 100G
signal, and outputs the 50G client signals to the optical
modulation means 31 to 3(L-2) and 3(L+1) to 3N, and
outputs the 100G client signal to the optical modulation
means 3(L-1). Then, each of the optical modulation
means 31 to 3(L-2) and 3(L+1) to 3N BPSK-modulates
a subcarrier with the inputted 50G client signal and out-
puts a 50G BPSK-modulated signal, and the optical mod-
ulation means 3(L-1) QPSK-modulates a subcarrier with
the 100G client signal and outputs a 100G QPSK-mod-
ulated signal. The multiplexing means 40 multiplexes the
BPSK-modulated 50G signals output from the optical
modulation means 31 to 3(L-2) and 3(L+1) to 3N and the
QPSK-modulated 100G signal output from the optical
modulation means 3(L-1), and outputs an Nx50G super-
channel optical signal. As a result, even though a failure
occurs in the L-th wavelength subcarrier, it is possible to
maintain the possible transmission capacity of the super-
channel optical signal.
[0025] As described above, on the occurrence of a fail-
ure in any one of subcarriers, the optical transmitter 10
according to the present example embodiment sets a
modulation method with a higher frequency efficiency in
at least one of optical modulation means that correspond
to subcarriers in which no failure occurs, and splits the
client signal so as to optimize the frequency efficiency.
This enables the optical transmitter 10 according to the
present example embodiment to continue the transmis-
sion and reception of a super-channel optical signal
maintaining the possible transmission capacity without
providing a redundant configuration in advance even
though a failure occurs in a subcarrier. In the present
example embodiment, it has been described as an ex-
ample that BPSK modulation method is applied to the
first modulation method, and that QPSK modulation
method is applied to the second modulation method;
however, there is no limitation to that. It is only necessary
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to apply, to the second modulation method, a modulation
method with a higher frequency efficiency than that of
the first modulation method; accordingly, various modu-
lation methods such as 8QAM, 16QAM, and 64QAM can
be applied.

<Second example embodiment>

[0026] A second example embodiment will be de-
scribed below. FIG. 2 illustrates a system block diagram
of an optical transmission system according to the
present example embodiment. In FIG. 2, the optical
transmission system 100 is composed of an optical trans-
mission device 200, an optical fiber transmission line 300,
and an optical reception device 400. In the present ex-
ample embodiment, the optical transmission device 200
and the optical reception device 400 transmit and receive
a wavelength-multiplexed optical signal into which super-
channel optical signals are multiplexed through the opti-
cal fiber transmission line 300 composed of a plurality of
optical amplifying devices 310 and an optical cable 320.
Here, the super-channel optical signal is a 400 Gbps op-
tical signal obtained by multiplexing eight subcarrier sig-
nals each of which is a 50 Gbps DP-BPSK (dual polari-
zation binary phase shift keying) modulation signal, for
example. It is only necessary for the optical transmission
system 100 according to the present example embodi-
ment to be a system transmitting and receiving optical
signals, and the optical transmission system 100 can be
applied to the full range of optical fiber communication
including a repeaterless transmission without the ampli-
fying device 310, a single super-channel transmission
without wavelength multiplexing, and the like.
[0027] The optical transmission device 200 includes α
pieces of super-channel optical transmitters 500 and an
optical multiplexer 600, generates a plurality of super-
channel optical signals from client signals respectively
inputted from a plurality of transmission sources, and
multiplexes them and transmits multiplexed super-chan-
nel optical signals as a wavelength-multiplexed optical
signal.
[0028] FIG. 3 illustrates a block configuration diagram
of the super-channel optical transmitter 500. In the
present example embodiment, α pieces of super-channel
optical transmitters 500 are configured similarly to each
other. As illustrated in FIG. 3, the super-channel optical
transmitter 500 is composed of a framer 510, eight optical
modulation units 521 to 528, and a subcarrier multiplex-
ing unit 530. The super-channel optical transmitter 500
generates a 400G super-channel optical signal from four
100G client signals inputted from a transmission source,
and outputs the 400G super-channel optical signal to the
optical multiplexer 600. The super-channel optical trans-
mitter 500 may receive input of plural sets of four 100G
client signals and output a plurality of 400G super-chan-
nel optical signals.
[0029] The framer 510 performs a framing process, a
process of adding error correction code and the like on

the four 100G client signals inputted from the transmis-
sion source, and outputs an electrical main signal to each
of the optical modulation units 521 to 528.
[0030] Each of the optical modulation units 521 to 528
has the function of generating one of subcarriers whose
wavelengths differ from each other, modulates the gen-
erated subcarrier with the electrical main signal inputted
from the framer 510, generates one of subcarrier optical
signals whose wavelengths differ from each other, and
outputs the subcarrier optical signal to the subcarrier mul-
tiplexing unit 530. Here, each of the optical modulation
units 521 to 528 generates the subcarrier optical signal
using one of 50G DP-BPSK modulation method and
100G DP-QPSK (dual polarization quadrature phase
shift keying) modulation method. In the present example
embodiment, in a normal state, each of the optical mod-
ulation units 521 to 528 outputs a subcarrier optical signal
of a 50G DP-BPSK modulated signal using the 50G DP-
BPSK modulation method.
[0031] The subcarrier multiplexing unit 530 multiplexes
the subcarrier optical signals whose wavelengths differ
from each other that have been inputted from the optical
modulation units 521 to 528, and outputs a 400G super-
channel optical signal to the optical multiplexer 600.
[0032] FIG. 4 illustrates a wavelength configuration di-
agram of a 400G super-channel optical signal output from
the subcarrier multiplexing unit 530 when the optical
transmission system 100 functions normally. As illustrat-
ed in FIG. 4, the optical modulation units 521 to 528 output
the subcarrier optical signals of 50G DP-BPSK modulat-
ed signals whose center wavelengths differ from each
other, and a 400G super-channel optical signal into which
the subcarrier optical signals are multiplexed is output
from the subcarrier multiplexing unit 530 to the optical
multiplexer 600. Hereafter, if it is necessary to distinguish
among the subcarrier optical signals that the optical mod-
ulation units 521 to 528 process, they are referred to as
a channel-1 optical signal, a channel-2 optical signal, ...
and a channel-8 optical signal.
[0033] The optical multiplexer 600 multiplexes α piec-
es of 400G super-channel optical signals respectively
inputted from the α pieces of super-channel optical trans-
mitters 500, and transmits a wavelength-multiplexed op-
tical signal. The wavelength-multiplexed optical signal
transmitted from the optical multiplexer 600 is conveyed
to a destination optical reception device through the op-
tical fiber transmission line 300.
[0034] The optical reception device 400 includes an
optical demultiplexer 700 and β pieces of super-channel
optical receivers 800, demultiplexes the inputted wave-
length-multiplexed optical signal into β pieces of signals,
performs a digital coherent receiving process with re-
spect to each 400G super-channel optical signal, and
outputs client signals to transmission destinations.
[0035] The optical demultiplexer 700 demultiplexes the
inputted wavelength-multiplexed optical signal into β
pieces of signals, and outputs β pieces of 400G super-
channel optical signals to β pieces of super-channel op-
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tical receivers 800 respectively.
[0036] FIG. 5 illustrates a block configuration diagram
of the super-channel optical receiver 800. In the present
example embodiment, β pieces of the super-channel op-
tical receivers 800 are configured similarly to each other.
As illustrated in FIG. 5, the super-channel optical receiver
800 is composed of an optical demultiplexing unit 810,
eight digital coherent receivers 821 to 828, and a framer
830. The super-channel optical receiver 800 performs a
digital coherent receiving process on the 400G super-
channel optical signal inputted from the optical demulti-
plexer 700, and outputs four 100G client signals to a
transmission destination. The super-channel optical re-
ceiver 800 may receive input of a plurality of 400G super-
channel optical signals and output plural sets of four
100G client signals.
[0037] The optical demultiplexing unit 810 wavelength-
demultiplexes the 400G super-channel optical signal in-
putted from the optical demultiplexer 700 into received
optical signals so that each of the received optical signals
may include the eight subcarrier optical signals whose
center wavelengths differ from each other, and outputs
the wavelength-demultiplexed received optical signals to
the digital coherent receivers 821 to 828 respectively.
Alternatively, the optical demultiplexing unit 810 can in-
tensity-demultiplex the inputted 400G super-channel op-
tical signal, and output intensity-demultiplexed received
optical signals to the digital coherent receivers 821 to
828 respectively.
[0038] Each of eight digital coherent receivers 821 to
828 performs a digital coherent receiving process on the
inputted received optical signal, outputs an electrical
main signal to the framer 830. Specifically, each of the
digital coherent receivers 821 to 828 converts detection
results of the inputted received optical signal with local
oscillator light into digital signals, performs an adaptive
equalization process on the digital signals, and outputs
a obtained electrical main signal to the framer 830.
[0039] The framer 830 collects the electrical main sig-
nals inputted from the digital coherent receivers 821 to
828, performs a mapping process on them, and outputs
four 100G client signals to the transmission destination.
[0040] In the present example embodiment, the sub-
carrier multiplexing unit 530 is a component of the super-
channel optical transmitter 500, and the optical demulti-
plexing unit 810 is a component of the super-channel
optical receiver 800; however, the optical multiplexer 600
and the optical demultiplexer 700 can be made to have
their functions.
[0041] The optical transmission system 100 configured
as described above operates as follows while it normally
functions. That is to say, in the optical transmission de-
vice 200, each of the α pieces of super-channel optical
transmitters 500 performs 50G DP-BPSK modulation on
subcarriers based on four 100G client signals inputted
from the transmission source, and generates 400G su-
per-channel optical signal illustrated in FIG. 4 by multi-
plexing the modulated subcarriers. Further, in the optical

transmission device 200, the optical multiplexer 600 mul-
tiplexes α pieces of 400G super-channel optical signals
and transmits a wavelength-multiplexed optical signal.
[0042] On the other hand, in the optical reception de-
vice 400, the optical demultiplexer 700 demultiplexes the
inputted wavelength-multiplexed optical signal into β
pieces of signals, and outputs β pieces of 400G super-
channel optical signals to β pieces of the super-channel
optical receivers 800 respectively. Each of β pieces of
the super-channel optical receivers 800 wavelength-de-
multiplexes the 400G super-channel optical signal so that
demultiplexed signals may include the subcarrier optical
signals respectively, and performs a digital coherent re-
ceiving process on the demultiplexed signals. The super-
channel optical receiver 800 further collects electrical
main signals on which the digital coherent receiving proc-
ess has been performed, maps them, restores them to
four 100G client signals, and outputs the four 100G client
signals to the transmission destination.
[0043] Next, a description will be given of a case where,
in the optical transmission system 100 according to the
present example embodiment, a disruption of communi-
cation has occurred in one of eight channels of 50G DP-
BPSK modulation signals that constitute any one of the
400G super-channel optical signals. FIG. 6 illustrates a
wavelength configuration diagram of a super-channel op-
tical signal while a failure has occurred in the function
regarding the channel-6 optical signal, and the channel-
6 optical signal has been lost. As illustrated in FIG. 6, as
a result of the loss of the channel-6 optical signal, the
possible transmission capacity of the super-channel op-
tical signal decreases by 50 Gbps to 350 Gbps. In this
case, a failure occurs in every one of four 100G client
signals to be output from the optical reception device 400
to the transmission destination.
[0044] If a failure occurs in the function regarding the
channel-6 optical signal, the optical transmission system
100 according to the present example embodiment, in
order to prevent such failure from occurring in the 100G
client signal, outputs a 400G super-channel optical signal
with the wavelength configuration illustrated in FIG. 7
from the subcarrier multiplexing unit 530. The details will
be described below.
[0045] If a failure occurs in the function regarding the
channel-6 optical signal, the optical transmission device
200 controls a super-channel optical transmitter 500 in
which the failure has occurred, and stops the optical out-
put from optical modulation unit 526 that corresponds to
the channel-6 optical signal subjected to the failure. In
the super-channel optical transmitter 500 in which the
failure has occurred, the framer 510 maps generated
electrical main signals onto seven optical modulation
units 521 to 525, 527, and 528 excluding the optical mod-
ulation unit 526. In addition, the super-channel optical
transmitter 500 in which the failure has occurred shifts a
wavelength of a source subcarrier of the channel-5 opti-
cal signal to a wavelength at the center between the chan-
nel-5 optical signal and the channel-6 optical signal, and
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also changes the modulation method of the optical mod-
ulation unit 525 from 50G DP-BPSK modulation to 100G
DP-QPSK modulation.
[0046] Although the 100G DP-QPSK modulation gives
double frequency utilization efficiency compared to that
of the 50G DP-BPSK modulation, the bit rate is increased
due to the change; consequently, the signal transmission
quality deteriorates. In the present example embodiment,
therefore, in changing the modulation method to 100G
DP-QPSK modulation, a wavelength interval for the
channel-5 optical signal is widened by shifting the wave-
length of the channel-5 optical signal to a wavelength at
the center between the channel-5 and channel-6 optical
signals utilizing the wavelength band of the channel-6
optical signal that has been lost, which improves the sig-
nal quality of the channel-5 optical signal.
[0047] In the super-channel optical transmitter 500 in
which the failure occurs, the subcarrier multiplexing unit
530 multiplexes DP-BPSK modulated 50G optical sig-
nals output from the optical modulation units 521 to 524,
527, and 528 and the DP-QPSK modulated 100G optical
signal output from the optical modulation unit 525, and
outputs a 400G super-channel optical signal illustrated
in FIG. 7 to the optical multiplexer 600.
[0048] On the other hand, the optical reception device
400 stops the output from the digital coherent receiver
826 by controlling the super-channel optical receiver 800
into which the 400G super-channel optical signal illus-
trated in FIG. 7 is inputted. Then the super-channel op-
tical receiver 800 into which the 400G super-channel op-
tical signal illustrated in FIG. 7 is inputted demultiplexes
the inputted 400G super-channel optical signal illustrated
in FIG. 7 into seven signals, coordinating the distribution
of them, and outputs received optical signals to the digital
coherent receivers 821 to 825, 827, and 828 other than
the digital coherent receiver 826. The received optical
signals on which a digital coherent receiving process has
been performed in the digital coherent receivers 821 to
825, 827, and 828 are collected and mapped in the framer
830; consequently, they are restored to four 100G client
signals and output to the transmission destination.
[0049] As described above, if a failure occurs in the
function regarding any subcarrier optical signal, the op-
tical transmission system 100 according to the present
example embodiment changes the modulation method
of the optical modulation unit corresponding to a subcar-
rier optical signal that operates normally into a modula-
tion method with a higher frequency efficiency, thereby
increases the bit rate, also restructures the distribution
of electrical main signals to each subcarrier, and makes
the super-channel optical signal restored. This makes
the transmission capacity of the super-channel optical
signal promptly return to that in the normal state, and the
signal continuity for client signals restored.
[0050] In addition, the optical transmission system 100
according to the present example embodiment widens a
wavelength interval of the subcarrier optical signal whose
modulation method is changed, utilizing a wavelength

region becoming empty due to the above operations, and
improves the signal quality of the subcarrier optical signal
whose modulation method has been changed. This
makes it possible, in a system demanding for transmis-
sion characteristics and the like, to widen a wavelength
interval around a subcarrier whose modulation method
has been changed and relieve a decrease in signal qual-
ity.
[0051] It is only necessary for the optical transmission
system 100 according to the present example embodi-
ment to change the functions of the optical modulation
unit and the digital coherent receiver that are used in
normal operation in maintaining the transmission capac-
ity and restoring the signal continuity in case of failure,
and unnecessary to use a new light source. That is to
say, it is unnecessary to implement a backup light source
in advance. Accordingly, the optical transmission system
100 according to the present example embodiment is
capable of continuing the transmission and reception of
super-channel optical signals maintaining the possible
transmission capacity without providing a redundant con-
figuration in advance even though a failure occurs in a
function regarding any subcarrier optical signal.
[0052] The optical transmission system 100 according
to the present example embodiment changes the
processing for a channel-5 optical signal adjacent to the
channel-6 optical signal in which a failure has occurred
when a channel-6 optical signal has lost; however, the
processing for an optical signal in a non-adjacent channel
can be changed. FIG. 8 illustrates a wavelength config-
uration diagram of a 400G super-channel optical signal
in the case of changing the processing for a channel-4
optical signal when the channel-6 optical signal has lost.
[0053] In FIG. 8, in addition to shifting center wave-
lengths of source subcarriers of the channel-4 and chan-
nel-5 optical signals so as to be located at regular inter-
vals within the wavelength region raging from channel-3
optical signal to channel-7 optical signal, the modulation
method of the optical modulation unit 524 is changed
from 50G DP-BPSK modulation to 100G DP-QPSK mod-
ulation. In that case again, it is possible to continue the
transmission and reception of a super-channel optical
signal maintaining the possible transmission capacity
without providing a redundant configuration in advance.
[0054] Here, the bit rate of client signals, the number
of client signals, the bit rate of super-channel optical sig-
nal, the modulation methods in the optical modulation
units 521 to 528, the bit rate of subcarrier optical signal,
the number of subcarriers and the like can be changed
appropriately.

<Third example embodiment>

[0055] A third example embodiment will be described
below. Although the processing in a case where a failure
occurs in a function regarding an optical signal in one
channel is described in the second example embodi-
ment, a case will be described in the present example
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embodiment where failures occur in functions regarding
optical signals in plural channels. The case will be de-
scribed below where failures occur in the function regard-
ing a channel-5 optical signal and the function regarding
a channel-6 optical signal.
[0056] FIG. 9 illustrates an operational state of a super-
channel optical transmitter 500B in that case, and FIG.
10 illustrates a wavelength configuration diagram of a
400G super-channel optical signal output from a subcar-
rier multiplexing unit 530B.
[0057] If failures occur in the function regarding the
channel-5 optical signal and the function regarding the
channel-6 optical signal, the super-channel optical trans-
mitter 500B according to the present example embodi-
ment stops the optical output from optical modulation
units 525B and 526B corresponding to the channel-5 op-
tical signal and channel-6 optical signal in which the fail-
ures occurs, and maps generated electrical main signals
onto six optical modulation units 521B to 524B, 527B,
and 528B. In addition, the super-channel optical trans-
mitter 500B shifts center wavelengths of source subcar-
riers of the channel-3, channel-4, and channel-7 optical
signals so as to be located at regular intervals within the
wavelength region raging from the channel-2 optical sig-
nal to channel-8 optical signal, and changes each mod-
ulation method of the optical modulation units 523B and
527B from 50G DP-BPSK modulation to 100G DP-QPSK
modulation.
[0058] As a result, it is possible to restore the super-
channel optical signal promptly even though failures oc-
cur in the functions regarding plural channel optical sig-
nals.
[0059] As mentioned earlier, although the 100G DP-
QPSK modulation gives double frequency utilization ef-
ficiency compared to that of the 50G DP-BPSK modula-
tion, the bit rate is increased due to the change; conse-
quently, the signal transmission quality deteriorates. In
this respect, for example, adding pre-emphasis or ad-
justing the bit rate makes it possible to improve the signal
transmission quality of the 400G super-channel optical
signal output from the subcarrier multiplexing unit 530B.
[0060] That is to say, the intensity level of 100G DP-
QPSK modulated signal and the intensity level of 50G
DP-BPSK modulated signal are adjusted so that each
intensity level may become a desired level in the 400G
super-channel optical signal, which improves the signal
quality of the 400G super-channel optical signal. Specif-
ically, if the channel-3 and channel-7 optical signals
whose modulation methods have been changed are af-
fected significantly by non-linear degradation in the trans-
mission line, each of the optical modulation units 521B
to 525B, 527B, and 528B or the subcarrier multiplexing
unit 530B adds pre-emphasis so that the intensity levels
of the channel-3 and channel-7 optical signals may be-
come smaller than those of the other channel optical sig-
nals. FIG. 11 illustrates a wavelength configuration dia-
gram of a 400G super-channel optical signal output from
the subcarrier multiplexing unit 530B in that case. In FIG.

11, the non-linear degradation is relieved that the chan-
nel-3 and channel-7 optical signals are subjected to,
which makes the transmission quality of the 400G super-
channel optical signal improved. If the main signal quality
deteriorates in the channel-3 and channel-7 optical sig-
nals due to a deficiency of OSNR (optical signal-to-noise
ratio), pre-emphasis is added so that the intensity levels
of the channel-3 and channel-7 optical signals may be-
come larger than those of the other channel optical sig-
nals, which improves the performance of the channel-3
and channel-7 optical signals and the transmission qual-
ity of the 400G super-channel optical signal.
[0061] On the other hand, it is also possible to improve
the transmission quality of the 400G super-channel op-
tical signal by reducing bit rates of the channel-3 and
channel-7 and distributing decreases in bit rates to the
other channels. In this case, whereas the signal quality
of the other channels is decreased, the signal quality of
the channel-3 and channel-7 improves; consequently,
the signal quality of each channel is averaged. For ex-
ample, if there is a great difference in characteristics be-
tween the channel-3 and channel-7 optical signals and
the other channel optical signals, and the signal charac-
teristics of the channels 3 and 7 fall below an FEC (for-
ward error correction) limit, that is to say, if the channels
3 and 7 have transmission characteristics causing signal
discontinuity, by distributing the bit rates of the channels
3 and 7 to the other channels, the transmission charac-
teristics of the channels 3 and 7 are improved up to a
level at which the signal continuity can be achieved in
addition to lowering the transmission quality of the other
channels with acceptable level. With regard to an optical
spectrum of each channel, because its spectrum width
varies with the bit rate changing, the spectrum width can
be changed so that the wavelength allocation of each
subcarrier may be optimized.
[0062] The addition of the pre-emphasis and the ad-
justment of the bit rate mentioned above can be also
applied to a process for a case where a failure occurs in
a function regarding one channel optical signal and to a
process for a case where failures occur in functions re-
garding three or more channel optical signals, and fur-
ther, a combination of both can be also applied. In the
above-mentioned example embodiments, by program-
ming in advance the process of distributing electrical
main signals and the process of adding pre-emphasis at
the framers, depending on channel numbers or the
number of subcarrier optical signals in which failures
have occurred, and storing the programs in the super-
channel optical transmitter and the super-channel optical
receiver, it is possible to perform automatic restoration
promptly on the occurrence of a failure.
[0063] The present invention has been described
above taking the above-mentioned example embodi-
ments as exemplary examples. However, the present in-
vention is not limited to the above-mentioned example
embodiments. That is to say, various modes which would
be understood by those skilled in the art are applicable
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to the present invention within the scope of the present
invention.
[0064] This application is based upon and claims the
benefit of priority from Japanese patent application No.
2015-155883, filed on August 6, 2015, the disclosure of
which is incorporated herein in its entirety by reference.

[Reference signs List]

[0065]

10 optical transmitter
20 splitting means
31 to 3N optical modulation means
40 multiplexing means
50 control means
100 optical transmission system
200 optical transmission device
300 optical fiber transmission line
310 optical amplifying device
320 optical cable
400 optical reception device
500 super-channel optical transmitter
510 framer
521 to 528 optical modulation unit
530 subcarrier multiplexing unit
600 optical multiplexer
700 optical demultiplexer
800 super-channel optical receiver
810 optical demultiplexing unit
821 to 828 digital coherent receiver
830 framer

Claims

1. An optical transmitter, comprising:

a splitting means for splitting an inputted client
signal depending on a control signal so as to
make frequency efficiency in N pieces of optical
modulation means optimized, and outputting a
client signal;
N pieces of optical modulation means for mod-
ulating one of subcarriers having mutually dif-
ferent wavelengths with the client signal output
by one of a first modulation method and a second
modulation method with a higher frequency ef-
ficiency than the first modulation method, and
outputting one of a first modulated signal and a
second modulated signal;
a multiplexing means for multiplexing one of the
first modulated signal and the second modulat-
ed signal having been output, and outputting a
super-channel optical signal; and
a control means for generating and outputting,
in a normal state, a control signal for making the
client signal split into N pieces and outputting

split signals to the N pieces of optical modulation
means, and applying the first modulation meth-
od to the N pieces of modulation means, and in
a state where a failure occurs in one of the sub-
carriers, a control signal for making the client
signal split and a split signal output to modulation
means corresponding to a subcarrier having no
failure, and applying the second modulation
method to at least one of the modulation means
corresponding to the subcarrier having no fail-
ure.

2. The optical transmitter according to claim 1,
wherein the control means stops an output from a
modulation means corresponding to the subcarrier
in which a failure has occurred.

3. The optical transmitter according to claim 1 or 2,
wherein each of the N pieces of modulation means
modulates subcarriers whose center wavelengths
are a first wavelength, a second wavelength, ..., and
an N-th wavelength, the center wavelengths being
separated at a predetermined interval; and
the control means, if a failure has occurred in L-th
wavelength (1 % L % N), generates a control signal
for changing a modulation method of either one of a
modulation means for modulating a subcarrier with
(L-1)-th wavelength and a modulation means for
modulating a subcarrier with (L+1)-th wavelength
from the first modulation method to the second mod-
ulation method, and making, a center wavelength of
a subcarrier that the modulation means whose mod-
ulation method has been changed to the second
modulation method obtains, shift toward the L-th
wavelength.

4. The optical transmitter according to any one of
claims 1, 2, and 3,
wherein the splitting means pretreats the split client
signals so that a larger portion of the split client sig-
nals may be inputted into a modulation means to
which the first modulation method is applied than a
modulation means to which the second modulation
method is applied.

5. The optical transmitter according to any one of
claims 1, 2, 3, and 4,
wherein the super-channel optical signal having
been output is obtained by multiplexing the first mod-
ulation signal and the second modulation signal hav-
ing a lower intensity level than intensity of the first
modulation signal.

6. An optical transmission device, comprising:

a plurality of optical transmitters, each of which
according to any one of claims 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5;
and
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an optical multiplexer configured to multiplex su-
per-channel optical signals output from the plu-
rality of optical transmitters and transmit a wave-
length-multiplexed optical signal.

7. An optical transmission/reception system, compris-
ing:

the optical transmission device, according to
claim 6, configured to transmit the wavelength-
multiplexed optical signal; and
an optical reception device configured to receive
the wavelength-multiplexed optical signal, on
which to perform digital coherent processing,
and restore and output a plurality of client sig-
nals.

8. The optical transmission/reception system accord-
ing to claim 7, wherein the optical reception device
includes
an optical demultiplexer configured to demultiplex
the wavelength-multiplexed optical signal having
been received, and output a plurality of super-chan-
nel optical signals, and
a plurality of optical receivers configured to restore
output super-channel optical signals to a plurality of
client signals by performing a reception process on
output super-channel optical signals, and
each of the plurality of optical receivers includes
a demultiplexing means for demultiplexing the su-
per-channel optical signal into M pieces of received
optical signals including subcarriers respectively and
outputting the received optical signals,
M pieces of reception means for performing a recep-
tion process on output received optical signals re-
spectively, and
a restoration means for restoring M pieces of re-
ceived optical signals on which the reception process
having been performed to the client signal.

9. The optical transmission/reception system accord-
ing to claim 8,
wherein each of the M pieces of reception means
performs a digital coherent receiving process on
each of the output received optical signals.

10. An optical transmission method, using N pieces of
optical modulation means for modulating one of sub-
carriers having mutually different wavelengths with
a client signal having been inputted by one of a first
modulation method and a second modulation meth-
od with a higher frequency efficiency than the first
modulation method, and outputting one of a first
modulated signal and a second modulated signal,
the optical transmission method comprising:

in a normal state,
splitting the client signal into N pieces of signals

and outputting the N pieces of signals to the N
pieces of optical modulation means respective-
ly;
outputting the first modulated signal from each
of the N pieces of optical modulation means; and
multiplexing N pieces of first modulated signals
having been output and outputting a super-
channel optical signal; and
in a state where a failure occurs in one of the
subcarriers,
splitting the inputted client signal so that fre-
quency efficiency of the optical modulation
means may be optimized and outputting a split
client signal to an optical modulation means cor-
responding to a subcarrier having no failure;
outputting the second modulated signal from at
least one of the optical modulation means hav-
ing received input of the client signal;
outputting the first modulated signals from re-
maining optical modulation means having re-
ceived input of the client signal; and
multiplexing the first modulated signal and the
second modulated signal having been output,
and outputting a super-channel optical signal.
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